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1. Introduction 
 

Let 
nM  be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold and 

nF  be an n-dimensional Finsler space equipped with 

metric function L(x, y), metric tensor )y,x(gij , angular 

metric tensor ijh  and torsion tensor ijkC .  The h-and v-

covariant derivatives of a vector field iX  are defined as 

Rund [9] : 

a) ,r

ijrir

r

jijji FXXNXX   

b) ,CXXX r
ijrijji   

where j
r
oj

r
j ,FN   and j  respectively denote 

partial differentiation with respect to 
jx  and 

jy , such 

that an index o means contraction by y. 

 

The Concurrent vector fields in a Finsler space were first of 

all defined and studied by Tachibana [11] followed by 

Matsumoto [4] and others in the following form : 

 

Definition 1.1:  A vector field 
iX (x) is said to be 

concurrent in a Finsler space 
nF  if it satisfies : 

(i) ,0CX ijk
i    

(ii) 
i
jj

iX  . 

 

In the paper [7] provide that Definition 1.1 of concurrent 

vector fields in its present form is untenable and we gave an 

alternative definition as follows: 

Definition 1.2: A vector field 
iX (x) is said to be 

concurrent in a Finsler space 
nF  if it satisfies: 

(i) ,hAX jkijk
i   

(ii)
i
jj

iX  . 

where  is an arbitrary non-zero scalar function of x and y, 

ijkijk LCA  and jj LCA  . 

Furthermore, we have also defined and studied a special type 

of vector field [8] called P-concurrent vector field as follows 

:- 

 

Definition 1.3: A vector field 
iX (x) in a Finsler space 

nF  with a non-vanishing tensor ijkP  will be defined as a 

P-concurrent vector field if it satisfies  

(i) ,0PX ijk
i   

(ii)
i
j

i
jX  (1.3) 

In (1978) Singh [10] studied concurrent vector fields using 

Berwald's covariant derivative instead of Carton and proved 

that "A vector field 
iX  on 

nF  is concurrent in the 

Berwald's sense if and only if it is concurrent in the Cartan's 

sense".  It is interesting to note that apparently there seems 

to be no difficulty in taking Berwald's covariant derivative in 

Definition 1.1, but after some analysis it is found that this is 

not true.  The purpose of the present paper is to study the 

existence of concurrent vector fields using Berwald's 

covariant derivative and to give an alternative definition of 

vector fields which we shall call B-concurrent.  Some 

properties of concurrent, P-concurrent and B-concurrent 

vector fields in a Finsler space have also been studied in this 

paper. 

 

2. Concurrent vector fields in the sense of 

Berwald 
 

For a Berwald connection parameter [9] given by 

h
0jk

h
jk

h
jk CFG  , the covariant derivative of a 

tensor field 
a
bT  is given by  

(2.1) 
r
0bj

a
r

a
0rj

r
b

a
jb

a
)j(b CTCTTT   

 

Definition 2.1:  A vector field 
iX (x) is said to be 

concurrent [10] in a Finsler space 
nF  if it satisfies : 

(2.2) (i) ,0CX ijk
i   (ii)

i
j

i
)j(X   

Now we shall study the existence of such concurrent vector 

field in a Finsler space. 

 

Two-dimensional Finsler space F
2
:  From equation (2.2)(i) 

we can obtain 0CX j
j  . Differentiating 

jj CmC  , covariantly, using Berwald's covariant 

derivative (2.1) and Definition 2.1, we get 

(2.3) 
r
0jk

j
r)k(j

j CXCCX  . 
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Furthermore, since it is easy to get 

(2.4) ,CCX k)k(j
h   

therefore comparing (2.3) and (2.4), we get 

(2.5) 0CCXC r
0jkr

j
k  . 

Differentiating 0CX r
jk

j  , with the help of equation 

(2.1), on simplification we get  

(2.6) ,0CX r
0jk

j   

Which by virtue of (2.5) leads to 0Ck  .  Hence we 

have : 

Theorem 2.1:  In a two-dimensional non-Riemannian 

Finsler space 
2F , a concurrent vector field in the sense of 

Berwald given by Definition 2.1 does not exist. 

 

Three-dimensional Finsler space F
3
:  In 

3F , any vector 

jX  can be expressed as  

(2.7)
jjjj nmlX    

which on multiplication by mj gives by virtue of (2.2)(i) 

=0.  Substituting =0 in (2.7) and differentiating it with 

respect to 
kx , using (2.1), we can obtain 

 

(2.8) )nnCn(,nmCmh,l r
j

j

0rkk)k(
r

j
j

0rkkkk)k(    

which gives 0h0   ie., either 0  or 0h0  .   

 

Here 0 , means 
jj lX   and 0)k(  , i.e., 

0nk   which is absurd.  In case 0h0  , we obtain 

from (2.7) on differentiation and multiplication by 

0)nmCh(X,X r
j

j

0rkk
kk  , which does not 

seem possible unless 
kX  is in the direction of 

kl .  Hence 

we have : 

 

Theorem 2.2:  In a three-dimensional non-Riemannian 

Finsler space 
3F , a concurrent vector field in the sense of 

Berwald given by Definition 2.1 does not exist. 

C-reducible Finsler space:  In a C-reducible space 
nF , 

ijkC  is expressed as Matsumoto [3] : 

(2.9) )1n/()hChChC(C kijjkiijkijk   

If 
jX  is a concurrent vector field equation (2.9), by virtue 

of (2.2) leads to jr
r

j llXX  , which on application of 

Berwald's covariant differentiation gives 0h jk  .  

Hence we have : 

Theorem 2.3:  A C-reducible Finsler space 
nF , with a 

concurrent vector field in the sense of Berwald given by 

Definition 2.1, reduces to a Riemannian space. 

In the next section we shall be giving the modified definition 

of concurrent vector field in a Finsler space. 

 

3. Modified Definition of Concurrent Vector 

Field 

Definition 3.1:  A vector field )x(X r
 in a Finsler space 

nF  will be defined as a B-concurrent vector field if it 

satisfies  

(3.1) (i) jkrjk
r hAX  (ii) ,X r

j
r
)j(   

where  is an arbitrary non-zero scalar function of x and y, 

rjkrjk CLA    and jj LCA  . 

 

Two-dimensional Finsler space F
2
: From equation (3.1) for 

a two-dimensional Finsler space we can write 

(3.2) ,mmAX kjrjk
r   

which easily gives 

(3.3) )PmPm(mmmAAX t
khj

t
jhktkj)h(hjk)h(rjk

r    

and 

(3.4) ,0}m)mPm(AX{ k)h(j
r
jhr)h(rjk

r
)k,h(    

 

where )k,h(  means interchange of indices and 

subtraction.  Hence we have : 

 

Theorem 3.1:  In a two-dimensional Finsler space 
2F , a 

B-concurrent vector field 
rX  satisfies (3.4). 

 

From equation (3.2) we can obtain 

(3.5) ,AAX )k(k)k(r
r   

which on differentiation implies 

(3.6) .AAXAX )m)(k()m(k)m)(k(r
r

)k(r
r
)m(   

From equation (3.6), we can easily obtain 

(3.7) ,0}AX{ )m)(k()m)(k(r
r

)m,k(   

which by virtue of [9],  

,H)( r
kmr)k)(m()m)(k(    leads to 

(3.8) .H)(}AA{X r
kmr)k)(m(r)m)(k(r

r   
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Hence we have: 

 

Theorem 3.2:  In a two-dimensional Finsler space 
2F , 

admitting a B-concurrent vector field 
rX , the necessary 

and sufficient condition for )m)(k(r
rAX  to be symmetric 

in k and m is that the tensor 
r
kmH  vanishes. 

 

We know that in a two-dimensional Finsler space rjkA  is 

expressed as [9] 

(3.9) ,CCCCLA kjrrjk   

therefore substituting from equation (3.2) on simplification 

we can obtain for real values of C, the magnitude of the 

vector jC  to be unity.  Hence we have: 

Theorem 3.3:  In a two-dimensional Finsler space 
2F , 

admitting a B-concurrent vector field 
rX , the magnitude 

of the vector jC  is unity. 

 

Three-dimensional Finsler Space F
3
:  In a three-

dimensional Finsler space, rjkA is expressed as [6] 

 

(3.10) jrkrkjkjr2kjr1rjk nmmnmmnmm(CmmmC[LA 

]nnnCnjnmnnmnnm(C kjr2rkrkjkjr3   

 

Let 
rX  be a vector field in 

3F , which is represented by 

(3.11) )cosncosmcosl(X rrrr   , 

where cos , cos  and cos  are directions cosines of this 

vector.  Applying Definition 3.1, together with equations 

(3.10) and (3.11), on comparing coefficients, we get 

(3.12) 

 

,)cosCcosC(L,)cosCcosC(L 2321     

 ,cosCcosC 32    

 

which leads to : 

Theorem 3.4:  In a three-dimensional Finsler space 
3F , 

admitting a B-concurrent vector field 
rX , coefficients C1, 

C2 and C3 satisfy 
2
3

2
231 CC2CC  . 

 

Differentiating equation (3.11) with respect to 
kx , with the 

help of Berwald's covariant derivative and multiplying the 

resulting equation by 
ky  and contracting for r and k, we 

obtain 

(3.13)

 

0sincosh,0sincosh )0()0()0()0(  

 

From equations (3.12) and (3.13) we can obtain: 

 

Theorem 3.5: In a three-dimensional Finsler space 
3F , 

admitting a B-concurrent vector field 

)0(2)0(3
r C/hCtan,X   . 

In a three-dimensional C-reducible Finsler space equation 

(3.10) together with [3]  

(3.14) ,4/)hChChC(LA krjjkrrjkrjk   

leads on simplification to C1+C3=C and C2=0.  Hence with 

the help of Theorem 3.4, we obtain : 

 

Theorem 3.6: In a three-dimensional C-reducible Finsler 

space 
3F , admitting a B-concurrent vector field 

2/CCC,X 31
r  . 

We know that a P-reducible Finsler space 
3F , satisfies 

equation [6] 

(3.15) 0])C4()C3C[(
0

2
2

2
31  . 

therefore substituting C1=C3, C2=0, equation (3.15) gives 

C3C3|0=0.  Hence we have: 

 

Theorem 3.7: In a three-dimensional P-reducible Finsler 

space 
3F , admitting a B-concurrent vector field 

0CC,X 033
r   

 

4. Curvature properties of B-concurrent vector 

fields 
 

Differentiating equation (3.1) with respect to Berwald's 

covariant derivative, we get  

(4.1) ,hhAAX )m(jkjk)m(mjk)m(rjk
r    

which on further differentiation and subtraction leads to 
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(4.2) kjmnjkmnmn
r

jkrm)(n(rjk)n)(m(rjk
r HH[H)h()AA(X  

)]HlHl(l kmn
r

jjmn
r

kr   

 

Substituting the value of left hand side with the help of required commutation formula [9], we obtain 

(4.3) ),HHllHll(2HAX kjmnkmn
r

jrjmn
r

krnmr
t

tjk
r    

which on interchange of j and k and subtraction gives on 

simplification kjmnjkmn HH  .  Hence we have: 

 

Theorem 4.1:  In an n-dimensional Finsler space admitting 

a B-concurrent vector field, Berwald's curvature tensor 

jkmnH  is symmetric in first two indices. 

 

If we use the symmetry of Berwald's curvature tensor in first 

two indices, equation (4.2) implies  

 

(4.4) )HlHl(lH)h()AA(X r
kmnj

r
jmnkr

r
mnjkr)m)(n(rjk)n)(m(rjk

r    

 

From equation (4.4), we can easily obtain : 

 

Corollary 4.1:  In an n-dimensional Finsler space admitting 

a B-concurrent vector field the sufficient condition for 

vanishing of )AA(X )m)(n(rjk)n)(m(rjk
r   is given 

by 0H r
mn  . 

 

Assuming left hand side of (4.4) vanishes, by multiplying 

right hand side (4.4) by 
ki yy , we get 0Hy r

mnr  .  

Hence we have: 

 

Corollary 4.2:  In an n-dimensional Finsler space admitting 

a B-concurrent vector field, the necessary condition for 

vanishing of )AA(X )m)(n(rjk)n)(m(rjk
r   is 

0Hy r
mnr  . 

Since we know that [9] 

(4.5) }gggg{g)2/1(R2HH )m(kp)n(jp)n(kq)m(jp
pq

jkmnkjmnjkmn   

 

therefore from Theorem 4.1, after substituting the values of 

)m(jpg  etc., we obtain  

(4.6) rkn
r
jmrkm

r
jnjkmn PPPPR  . 

Hence we have : 

 

Theorem 4.2:  In an n-dimensional Finsler space admitting 

a B-concurrent vector field, the curvature tensor jkmnR  is 

expressed in terms of torsion tensor rkmP . 

Since we know that jkmnR  satisfies curvature identity [9] 

(4.7) .0}KCR{ r
mn0jkrjkmn)n,m,k(   

where symbol  )n,m,k(  means sum of three terms 

obtained by cyclic permutation of k,m,n.  From equation 

(4.6) and (4.7), we obtain  

(4.8) .0}KC{ r
mn0jkr)n,m,k(   

Hence we have : 

Theorem 4.3:  In an n-dimensional Finsler space admitting 

a B-concurrent vector field, the curvature tensor 
r
mn0K  

satisfies (4.8). 

 

Since we know that jkmnR  satisfies Bianchi identity[9] 

(4.9) 0}PRlR{ jkml
l
tnh

t
hjkmn)h,n,m(   

therefore from equation (4.6) and (4.9), we get 

(4.10) 0)}]P(P{[ nrkh
r
jm)k,j()h,n,m(   . 

Hence we have : 

 

Theorem 4.4:  An n-dimensional Finsler space admitting a 

B-concurrent vector field, satisfies Bianchi identity (4.10). 

We know that [6], in a P-reducible Finsler space rjkP  is 

expressed as 

(4.11) 

)hAhAhA()1n(P rj0kkr0jjk0r
1

rjk  

. 

therefore substituting from (4.11) in (4.6), we obtain on 

simplification  

(4.12) 

)hAhA(A{)1n(R jm0njn0m0k
2

jkmn  

 

)},hhhh(AA)hAhA(A knjmkmjn0r
r
0km0nkn0m0j 
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which leads to 

(4.13)

}hAA)1n(AA)n3{()1n(R jm0r
r
00j0m

2
jm  

 

and 

(4.14) 0r
r
0

1 AA)1n)(n2(R  . 

Hence we have: 

 

Theorem 4.5: In an n-dimensional Finsler space admitting a 

B-concurrent vector field, the curvature tensor jkmnR , the 

Ricci-tensor jmR  and the curvature scalar R are 

respectively expressed by (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14). 

Equation (4.10) by virtue of equation (4.11) will give rise to 

(4.15)

)hAhA(A{[ jnh0kkhn0j0m)k,j()h,n,m(    

  + 

.0}]hhAA2hA)AA( jhknm0r
r
0jm0kh0nn0h 

 

Hence we have: 

 

Theorem 4.6:  In an n-dimensional P-reducible Finsler 

space admitting a B-concurrent vector field, equation (4.15) 

represents the Bianchi-identity. 

In a three-dimensional P-reducible Finsler space 
3F  of R-

K type [6], jkhP  is expressed as  

(4.16) )nhnhnh(hC[LP khjjkhhjk03jkh   

)],mhmhmh(C khjjkhhjk03   

which when used in (4.6) leads to 

 

(4.17)
2

03jnkmnjkm
2

03
2

03)k,j(
2

jkmn )C(mm{hhh})hC()C[{(LR  

))hC(nn)C(mm{h))hC(nn 2
03km

2
03kmnj

2
03jn 

}].nmhnmhnmh{hCC2 jjkmkmnjkjmn0033   

From equation (4.17) we can obtain 

(4.18)   mjnkkjmn)k,j(0033
2

jkmn)n,m,k( nmh2nmh2{hCCL2}R{    

}.nmhnmh njkmkmnj   

 

Remark:  It is known [6], that if C3=0, the Finsler space 

reduces to a Riemannian space and in such case the 

curvature tensor jkmnR  vanishes as is visible from (4.17). 

As a special case if 0C 03  , the tensors jkhP  and  

jkmnR  satisfy 

(4.19) )nhnhnh(hCLP khjjkhhjk03jkh   

(4.20) }LhLh{)hLC(R njkmkmnj)k,j(
2

03jkmn    

and 

(4.21) ,0}R{ jkmn)n,m,k(   

where kmkmkm nnh)2/1(L  .  Hence we 

have : 

Theorem 4.7: In a three-dimensional P-reducible Finsler 

space 
3F  of R-K type satisfying 0C 03   and 

admitting a B-concurrent vector field, curvature tensor 

jkmnR  satisfies (4.21). 
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